
Poiema Retreats is going international! 
 
From the very start of this ministry there was a desire to expose young adults to what 
the Christians in other parts of the world are doing, the particular challenges that they 
face in sharing the Gospel, and just how they live their lives before our Lord. 
 
Our first trip will be to the Land of Fire and Ice (Iceland) where we will immerse 
ourselves in the beauty of God’s creation while continuing our covenant conversations. 
 
poiemaretreats.org 

                         

This brochure is separated into the following four sections: 

1. Introduction - Cost and Travel Preparations 

2. Daily Activities Itinerary 

3. International Travel Advice and  Travel Insurance Considerations 

4. Disclaimer/Waiver  (when you register, you need to state that you have read 

and agree with the disclaimer/waiver and provide full name, birthdate, 

contact information, and emergency contact information) 

http://poiemaretreats.org/


1.   Introduction: Cost and Travel Preparations 

This exciting adventure is planned to depart from the Baltimore Washington International (BWI) 
airport on September 13, 2023 and return on September 21, 2023.1  The total cost of this trip is 
$1700/person. This includes the round-trip flights between BWI and KEF, all planned transportation 
and parking fees in Iceland, the rental homes, some location entry fees, and some groceries (e.g., for 
lunches/snacks while exploring Iceland and a dinner or two).  The daily activities itinerary provides 
additional information on what to expect each day. 
 
This trip is open to 20 young adults on a “first come, first serve” basis.  A waitlist will be maintained 
after reaching the 20-person limit in case of cancellations.  You will be notified if you are registered for 
the trip (or on the waitlist) with additional instructions for next steps.  To address the flight costs and 
rental home down payments, a trip deposit of $400/person is required for the first 20 individuals that 
register.  This trip deposit, which is considered nonrefundable, needs to be paid within two business 
days of being notified that you are registered for the trip.  If the trip deposit is not made within two 
business days, then the individual will be moved to the waitlist.  If a registered traveler must cancel 
before the full amount is required, then a waitlisted individual will be contacted.  If a waitlisted 
individual can still make the trip and makes the deposit, then a refund will be granted to the cancelling 
traveler.  Registration (including the waitlist) will close December 31, 2022. The remaining 
$1300/person must be received by May 1, 2023.  Cancellations after this date will not be refunded 
unless a waitlisted individual can make the entire payment. 2   
 
You must have a passport to make this trip.  If you don’t have a passport, need to renew your 
passport, or have lost your passport then start the process of getting, renewing, or replacing your 
passport immediately.  This process can take significant time (e.g., if you have to first get your birth 
certificate from another state as part of the application).  Here is a link to all the information you need 
about the passport process and the specific application forms:  https://www.usa.gov/passport 
If you have a passport make sure it is valid beyond 6 months after our trip (i.e., does not expire before 
March 2024).   If it does expire before that date you will need to renew your passport. 
 

There is NO overhead space allocated for our use on the flights. 

 

You are allowed for the trip: 

 1 carry-on bag or purse (less than 22 pounds) that must fit under the seat in front of you. The 

dimensions of your carry-on must fit within these dimensions: 16.5” x 12.5” x 9.75” 

 1 checked bag (less than 44 pounds)   

 

Pack wisely to avoid additional charges.  Also try to wear the bulky things onto the plan (e.g., hiking 

boots, winter/heavy jacket, sweater, etc.).  Finally, there will be a washer/dryer at the rental home, so 

you don’t have to pack for the whole week. 

 

 

                                                           
1
 The travel dates are tentative until the registered group is booked with the airline.  If the trip organizers determine the travel dates 

need to be changed (e.g., due to significantly increased flight costs or unavailability for the group), the registered travelers will be 
contacted immediately with the revised dates (not expected to be more than 1 week earlier or later) and offered full refunds if they 
are not able to make the revised dates.  Travel dates will be confirmed no later than January 31, 2023.  
2
 If, for whatever reason (e.g., insufficient number of young adults register), the trip is cancelled by the trip organizers, then full 

refunds will be provided.  

https://www.usa.gov/passport
https://www.usa.gov/passport


In addition to the normal clothing, you will need to bring: 

 Swimwear 
 Hiking shoes 
 Outdoor clothing 

 Thermals and fleece jumpers for layering 
 Waterproof gloves 
 Heavy Jacket 
 Rain Jacket 
 Hat 

 Day pack 
 Water Bottle 
 Ziplocks (quart size to rainproof phone, wallet, passport, etc.) 
 
Other things to ensure a good trip: 
 International calling/Internet — be sure to check with your carrier that your phone will work in 

Iceland and, if needed, to make changes so it does work or buy a pay-as-you-go phone that 
works in Iceland (may want to purchase that at the Iceland airport). 

 A debit/credit card with the ‘Chip’ works best. 
 Plug adapters (The power outlets used in Iceland are Type F)   
 
 Check if you also need a voltage converter for your electrical items. Iceland power is 230V 

(while US is 120V). Most electronics (e.g., phone, camera) are dual voltage, but check. 
Hairdryers, straighteners, etc. are usually not dual voltage. If you use them without a converter 
they will get super hot and will literally fry your hair. 

 
Finally, check if your health insurance plan covers you while on travel in Iceland (most do not).  If it 
does not, you should consider purchasing travel insurance for the trip.  Most travel insurance plans 
cover medical emergencies and medical evacuation/travel.  Some may also cover flight cancellation, 
interruption, or delays, and lost, damaged, or stolen luggage.  Just make sure you understand what it 
covers and what is not covered and if the cost is reasonable for this trip. See the section on Travel 
Insurance Considerations for more information. 
 
Finally, if you have any questions regarding specific aspects of the travel itinerary or other questions, 
please contact Donnie Harrison at donnietammy@yahoo.com as the primary contact and Laurence 
Windham at sppcpastor@gmail.com for questions related to Poiema.  
  

mailto:donnietammy@yahoo.com
mailto:sppcpastor@gmail.com


2.   DAILY ACTIVITIES ITINERARY 
 

WEDNESDAY (DEPARTURE DAY) 
 

BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (BWI) 
 

Be at the BWI airport 3 hours prior to boarding for the international flight (i.e., 4:00pm) as there may 

be lines to get through baggage check-in and security.  There is long-term parking with a shuttle to 

the airport ($8/day). 

 

The group will collect at the check-in area for PLAY airlines (the airline supplier for the round-trip 

flights between BWI and Iceland).  We will continue to socialize and have a prayer time at the 

departure gate area.   

 

Convert $ into ISK before or at airport.  The rate is currently about $0.7 per 100ISK, but this likely will 

change as the economic conditions in the US and around the world change.  Expect to have much 

more physical cash as a result.  Make sure some is in coins as public restrooms in Iceland typically 

charge a modest amount.  Also, consider that there will be a number of activities that are at your 

discretion, beyond trying Icelandic fish and chips.  For example, our arrival morning and another day 

are open to visit Reykjavik on your own as is the day we visit Heimaey Island.  There are a number of 

places identified in this package for Reykjavik that have entry fees and there are a number of 

activities on Heimaey Island that also include charges (e.g., bike rental, Whale museum). 

 

Look in advance for the various activities and make your plans accordingly.  For example, there will 

be free time in Reykjavik (a few hours the morning of arrival and a whole afternoons later on in the 

trip) so you should look at the numerous activities (museums, sites, etc.) there to explore and have a 

plan/map of how you will make your trip around the city sites on foot in the time available.  For the 

bike rental, you may want to book your rental in advanced of the trip as there are a limited number of 

bikes. 

 

  



THURSDAY (ARRIVAL DAY) 
 
KEFLAVIK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (KEF) (1 hour of driving time to Reykjavik) 
 AND REYKJAVIK (1 hour of driving time to rental houses) 
 

Welcome to Iceland – The land of FIRE and ICE!  
 
On arrival at the Keflavik International Airport (KEF), the drivers will collect the rental vans and come 
back around to pick everyone up at the airport arrivals area.   
 
Since we cannot check into our rental houses until 3:00pm, we will drive to Reykjavik and look for a 
grocery store and open cafes.  You can opt to rest in the vans or explore the streets as the city wakes 
up.  Laugavegur and Skólavörðustígur streets represent the main shopping districts with many cafes 
(Note that there will be other times that we are back in Reykjavik, so don’t feel like you have to see it 
all on arrival.  In fact, if you plan things in advance, you can target what regions of the city you want to 
further explore each of these days.).   
 
The capital of Iceland, Reykjavik (meaning “Steamy Creek”) is named after its geothermal location.  It 
is a vibrant city with a lively culture, not to mention the oldest parliament – the Alþingi (Althingi) – in 
the world.  With a relatively small population of 200,000 people living in the Greater Reykjavík area 
(2/3 of the country’s total population), Reykjavík boasts panoramic views of the mountains and the 
Atlantic Ocean on almost all sides. 
 
There are numerous places to visit, some include: 
 

 Alþingi (the oldest parliament in Iceland) 

 Arbaer Open Air Museum (10am-5pm, $15) 

 Perlan Museum (10am-6pm, $38) (which also has a viewing deck on the 4th floor for a 
panoramic view of the city) 

 Settlement Exhibition (10am-5pm, $20), 

 National Museum of Iceland (10am-5pm, $20) 

 Saga Museum (11am-3pm, $25) 

 Reykjavik Maritime Museum (10am-5pm, unsure of cost) to name a few. 

 Lava Show (currently closed, but may be open by next year, $48) 
 
For those who choose to explore the city, you need to be back at their parked van location by 
2pm.   
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation and parking fees 



 

  



FRIDAY 
 
THE GOLDEN CIRCLE (all day with 3 hours of driving time) 
 
Iceland’s Golden Circle is one of the most popular scenic routes in the country, encompassing the 
very best of the natural wonders that Iceland has to offer.  As the country’s “piece de resistance”, the 
Golden Circle packs all of Iceland’s most popular, “must-see” spots into one, seamless, trip. Marvel at 
waterfalls, watch geysers erupt, soak in the hot springs at the tranquil Secret Lagoon, and see a 
volcano crater. 
 
Highlights 
 Walk between tectonic plates in Thingvellir National Park 
 Discover the natural wonders along Iceland’s famous Golden Circle 
 Stop to see the magnificent Gullfoss waterfall, the most spectacular in the country 
 Stand next to Strokkur geyser as it spouts water 30 meters (~100 feet) high 
 Enjoy bathing in the Secret Lagoon hot spring 
 Walk the edge of the Kerid Volcanic Crater/Lake 
 
Fuller description 
 
A drive around the classic “Golden Circle” route of Southwest Iceland brings you up close with some 
of Iceland’s most popular attractions.  
 
Our journey starts at Thingvellir, the site of the world’s first parliament, which met outdoors annually 
from 930 AD until 1798.  Also here is the fascinating Þingvellir National Park, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site. Here, you can walk on a path in the rift valley between the North American and 
Eurasion tectonic plates. 
 
Then, we will visit the Bruarfoss Waterfall, before preceding through the Haukadalur geothermal area, 
where you can see Geysir—the original “geyser”—and its more active neighbour Strokkur where you 
are able to stand close to the erupting geyser as it jettisons about 100 feet high.  
 
Then there is a visit to the two-tiered Gullfoss waterfall, one of Iceland’s most memorable sights and 
one of Europe’s largest waterfalls. 
 
Next is the opportunity to relax the Viking way in the warm waters of a natural hot spring at the 
popular geothermal waters of the Secret Lagoon.  Soak in the warm relaxing waters while admiring 
views of the countryside.  
 
Finally, before heading back to the rental home, is a stop at the Kerid Crater.  Walk above and see 
the spectacular view. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation and parking fees 

 Secret Lagoon entry  



 
 

 

 

 

 



SATURDAY 
 
HEIMAEY ISLAND (all day with 2.5 hours of driving time) 
 
Heimaey is the largest island of the Westman Islands and the only one that is inhabited. It has a 
population of approximately 4,000 people and a fascinating dark history. Heimaey is best known as 
the place where more Atlantic Puffins nest than anywhere else in the world. You may also see Orcas 
and fin Whales. 
 
The puffins can also be seen inland, and, in August and September, even in town. The pufflings get 
confused by the town lights and thinking it is the ocean, wander in. It is a tradition for the children to 
find them and throw them safely in the sea (or to collect them up and charge a tourist to do so).  To 
see nesting puffins, the best place is without a doubt Stórhöfði, the ‘Great Cape’ on the southern side 
of Heimaey (about 4 miles from the city). There is a lookout point here, and several paths where you 
can walk along the cliffs for better views. Even in midsummer, however, remember to dress warmly 
as Stórhöfði is one of the windiest places in Iceland; the fiercest winds ever recorded in the Northern 
Hemisphere were measured here. 
 
To avoid the crowds, puffins can also be seen in the cliffs of the north, such as around Dalfjall and 
Heimaklettur, and the eastern bay of Stakkabót. Other seabirds can be seen nesting in vast, mixed 
colonies all around the island. 
 
Heimaey’s history can be learnt about in the museums, with the most notable one being the 
Eldheimar Volcano Museum (10am-6pm, $21), which discusses the 1973 eruption of Eldfell. It is also 
possible to walk up to the Eldfell crater, where this catastrophic volcano erupted. 
 
As the island is relatively small, you can easily walk around much of the northern part of the island, 
especially the area directly around the harbor and city of Heimaey.  There are a limited number of 
mountain bikes (last check were only 12 available) that can be rented (5 hour rental is $32) and 
possibly some e-trikes if you want to easily get to the furthest southern part of the island and back.  
The bike rental website is:    Rent a bike in Westman Islands. 
 
The 35-40 minute ferry will depart at Landeyjahofn at 9am (we will need to leave the rental homes by 
7:15am.  We will return from Vestmannaeyjar on the 5pm ferry. 
 
Groups need to be back at the ferry by 4:30pm to ensure we catch the ferry back to the 
mainland. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation and parking fees 

 Ferry from the Landeyjahafn port to Heimaey Island and back 
 
 
 
 

https://guidetoiceland.is/travel-iceland/drive/eldfell
https://visitwestmanislands.com/tour/rent-a-bike-in-westman-islands/


 

  



SUNDAY 
 
CHURCH IN REYKJAVIK (all day with 2 hours of driving time) 

We will be leaving the rental homes at about 10:30am so that we can attend church in Reykjavik.  
The church dress code is casual.   
 
Afterwards, you are free to explore the capital city (Remember we will be back again to Reykjavik on 
Wednesday). 
 
There are numerous places to visit, some include: 
 

 Alþingi (the oldest parliament in Iceland) 

 Arbaer Open Air Museum (10am-5pm, $15) 

 Perlan Museum (10am-6pm, $38) (which also has a viewing deck on the 4th floor for a 
panoramic view of the city) 

 Settlement Exhibition (10am-5pm, $20), 

 National Museum of Iceland (10am-5pm, $20) 

 Saga Museum (11am-3pm, $25) 

 Reykjavik Maritime Museum (10am-5pm, unsure of cost) to name a few. 

 Lava Show (currently closed, but may be open by next year, $48) 
 
The groups need to be back at the parked van location by 6:30pm. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation 

  



MONDAY 
 
VIK (all day with 4.5 hours of driving time) 
 
Today is a visit to Seljalandsfoss, Gljúfrabúi, and Skogafoss waterfalls, then onto Skogar Museum, 
Sólheimajökull glacier, and the city of Vik and the black sand beach Reynisfjara (we might even see 
the Eyjafjallajokull Volcano to the north distance at an information view point along the way).  
 
Today’s journey focuses on the natural beauty and diversity of Iceland’s south coast. It starts with a 
visit to the majestic Seljalandsfoss waterfall, which plummets 125 feet over a cliff face.  
Seljalandsfoss is unique among waterfalls, as the shape of the cliff over which it falls allows visitors to 
walk behind the chute via a footpath at the base of the falls.  A little further to the west there are 
several other falls, among them the fascinating Gljúfrabúi.  Exercise caution walking behind 
Seljalandsfoss and paths nearby as they can be slippery. 
 
Just a short drive along the Ring Road brings you to Skógafoss located at the foot of the impressive 
Eyjafjöll mountain range.  Skógafoss is a magnificent 200-foot high waterfall where, according to 
legend, the first Viking settler in the area hid a treasure in the cave behind the cascade.  This is also 
one of Iceland‘s most photogenic landmarks; since the waterfall produces a lot of mist, rainbows are a 
common sight on sunny days. Nearby is Skógar Folk Museum, which boasts an array of interesting 
artifacts including an original turf farm that shows how people lived hundreds of years ago.  
 
Then the journey continues on to Vik and the Reynisfjara, the black sand beach, for stunning views of 
the Reynisdrangar basalt sea stacks and the Dyrhólaey cape.  Reynisfjara is without a doubt the most 
famous beach in all of Iceland.  What sets Reynisfjara apart from all the rest are its black volcanic 
sands, smooth pebbles, unique rock formations, overall moody atmosphere and huge waves crashing 
on the shore.  From the beach you have a view to the Reynisdrangar sea stacks. These bizarre 
looking rock pillars are said to be petrified trolls that were caught outside at sunrise and frozen in 
time, but some strongly believe that they’re actually basalt columns that were once part of the 
extensive shoreline cliffs that remained standing while other parts were battered down by the ocean.  
Also along Reynisfjara are the stunning Hálsanefshellir sea cave and the Gardar cliff, which is 
composed of dark basalt columns that some say resemble a pyramid or organ pipes. From the shore 
you’ll also have spectacular views of the arched cliff of Dyrhólaey looming over the sea. Exercise 
caution at Reynisfjara beach due to powerful rogue/sneaker waves and the strong undertow 
current. Stay far from the water’s edge and read the warning sign before walking on the beach. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation and parking fees 

 Skógar Folk Museum entry fee 
 

       



TUESDAY 
 
REYKJANES PENINSULA (all day with 4 hours of driving time) 
 
The Reykjanes Peninsula is defined by vast lava fields, geothermal energy, and rugged landscapes.  
Our adventure will start at the Reykjanes Geopark  information center at the Duus Cultural House.  
Then continue on to the Gunnuhver area, which is situated where the North Atlantic ridge is rising 
from the ocean.  Here we will find craters and lava fields, bird cliffs, a highly active geothermal area, 
and a sand beach in this area. We will also find the small foot bridge (Leif the Lucky’s Bridge) 
between the Europe and North America continents (at Stora Sandvik), lighthouses and exhibitions, 
among other attractions and natural sights. Two ramps are there where you can look down into the 
spring and hear the rumbling noise, observe the boiling water and feel the power of Iceland’s 
geothermal energy erupting from the group.  
 
Then there is the active Geldingadalir Volcano area, where if it is accessible, one might be able to 
hike up closer to see the area.  Further on there is the large geothermal area of Krýsuvík.  Within the 
same area is the stunning Seltún geothermal field, where volcanic fumeroles, mud pots and hot 
springs have formed. The result of the geothermal activity is a landscape seemingly painted bright 
yellow, red and green; a result of sulfur interacting with the other minerals in the soil. The volcanic 
and geothermal activity in Krýsuvík has also resulted in several craters (formed when overheated 
groundwater causes an explosion) throughout the area.  The stunning Grænavatn lake has formed in 
one such crater. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation and parking fees 
 

 

 
  



WEDNESDAY 
 
REYKJAVIK (all day with 2 hours of driving time) 

Pastors Prayer Meeting and Final Visit of Reykjavik 

We will be leaving the rental homes at about 10:30am so that we can attend the Pastors Prayer This 
prayer meeting in Reykjavik starts at noon and is expected to last about an hour.  Afterwards, you are 
free to explore the capital city one last time. 
 
There are numerous places to visit, some include: 
 

 Alþingi (the oldest parliament in Iceland) 

 Arbaer Open Air Museum (10am-5pm, $15) 

 Perlan Museum (10am-6pm, $38) (which also has a viewing deck on the 4th floor for a 
panoramic view of the city) 

 Settlement Exhibition (10am-5pm, $20), 

 National Museum of Iceland (10am-5pm, $20) 

 Saga Museum (11am-3pm, $25) 

 Reykjavik Maritime Museum (10am-5pm, unsure of cost) to name a few. 

 Lava Show (currently closed, but may be open by next year, $48) 
 
The groups need to be back at the parked van location by 6:30pm. 
 
Before hitting the sack for the night there will be some packing and cleaning to make tomorrow’s 

departure a smooth and easy experience. 

What’s Included: 

 Transportation 

  



THURSDAY 
 
DEPARTURE DAY  
KEF - BWI 
 
A relatively relaxed morning, involving final packing and cleaning of our rental homes to ensure they 
are spit-spot clean and start putting our luggage in the vehicles.  Before we depart at 10am we will do 
a final walk-through, make sure we have our passports, etc. and wave good-bye to our week’s abode 
and start the drive to the airport.  
 
The drivers will drop everyone off at the departure area and then head off to return the vehicles.  The 
group can continue over to the check-in area and visit any shops within this part of the airport until the 
drivers make it back and complete their check-in. 
 
What’s Included: 

 Transportation 
 

  



3.   INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL ADVICE & 
      TRAVEL INSURANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Travel adventures are for experiencing new places and things. It should reduce stress, not add to 
it. Unfortunately, things can happen to make any travel adventure a stressful experience, no 
matter how beautiful the destination. Some things you are not able to control, such as the weather 
or flight delays. Other things, such as missing documents or stolen credit cards, have the potential 
to interrupt your fun, but do not have to end your vacation if you are prepared.  Take advantage of 
your time away to enjoy and explore by taking a few steps in advance to help avoid potential 
problems before you travel. 
 
Before you pack your bags, here are seven tips to make your vacation one for the books: 
 

1. Make Copies of Your ID and Passport: Make two photocopies of your license or passport 
in case either is lost or stolen. Bring one copy and store it separately from your original, 
and leave another with a friend or relative. The U.S. Government also offers the Smart 
Traveler Enrollment Program (STEP) (https://step.state.gov/step)a free service for U.S. 
citizens and nationals traveling abroad. The program permits enrollment with the nearest 
U.S. Embassy or Consulate, which can assist during an emergency such as a lost or stolen 
passport. 
 

2. Streamline Your Wallet: Lost wallets are the leading cause of identity theft. Only carry the 
card(s) you plan to use on your trip, and leave your checkbook and the rest of your cards at 
home. If you decide to bring more than one credit card, consider stashing the extra, along 
with account information and customer service numbers for the cards you have with you, in 
a hotel safe or other secure location. 
 

3. Check Out Guides: Check-out the locations you plan to visit and see what others have to 
say about them.  This information will help you use your time to get the most out of your 
vacation. 
 

4. Travel like a Local: When visiting any location, know your surroundings and plan your 
route in advance. Be aware of how the locals talk and dress, and consider whether certain 
actions will make you stand out as a tourist. 
 

5. Check the Weather: Into every life—and vacation—a little rain must fall, so take steps to 
protect yourself from lightning, hail, thunderstorms and severe weather by monitoring the 
local weather and packing the appropriate gear. Also, keep tabs on the weather at home to 
make sure your property is protected. 
 

6. Avoid Oversharing Online: Posting photos or checking in on social media sites advertises 
your absence from home. Real-time updates can be tempting, but wait until you return 
safely home before sharing your adventures. 
 

7. Consider Travel Insurance:  You're planning a trip and you're looking forward to it. What 
could go wrong? Actually, plenty.  Travel insurance helps protect you when unexpected 
things happen before or during trips. Travel insurance is completely optional. You decide 
whether, and for what, to purchase.  The following is some information to help you decide 
whether to purchase travel insurance and what level of coverage is right for you. 

https://step.state.gov/step/
https://step.state.gov/step/


 
 
What Does Travel Insurance Cover? 
Travel insurance can cover a range of events, including: 

 Trip cancellations, interruptions or delays. If your trip is impacted by a covered reason, 
such as personal illness, illness or death of a family member, natural disaster, job loss, tour 
company going out of business, terrorist attack or flight issues. This coverage typically can 
reimburse you for prepaid travel costs or additional expenses. This can include original and 
replacement plane tickets, non-refundable hotel reservations, or emergency lodging. 

 Baggage and personal belongings. This coverage reimburses costs associated with 
luggage and personal belongings that are lost, stolen, or damaged while traveling. Some 
policies may cover expenses if your baggage is delayed and you need to purchase things 
to get by until you recover your luggage. Also, it's important to check your current 
home/renters insurance, which may cover personal possessions when you’re away.  

 Medical and dental issues. Check if your health insurance plan covers you while traveling 
in Iceland.  If you face a health emergency while you're in a different country and your U.S. 
medical or dental insurance doesn’t cover you, travel medical and dental coverage typically 
will. Most of these policies cover accidents that happen when you're taking part in common 
vacation activities like touring, skiing, hiking, or horseback riding. However, they generally 
don't cover more dangerous adventure travel activities like skydiving and parasailing. Some 
countries offer free or low-cost healthcare to everyone, even tourists, but Iceland only 
provides this for European travelers, not for US travelers. 

 Medical and emergency evacuation. If you become ill and need an ambulance or flight to 
access health care, or if you must get away from a crisis situation like a political uprising, 
evacuation coverage can help pay certain transportation costs.  US travelers have to pay 
the full cost of an ambulance if one is needed. 

 Identity theft. This coverage typically provides support if your identity is stolen or your 
accounts are hacked while you're away. 

 Accidental death or dismemberment. Accidental death coverage pays your beneficiary a 
lump sum if you die while traveling. Dismemberment coverage typically pays a defined 
amount. Your life insurance or workplace accidental death and dismemberment policy may 
cover you while on vacation.  
 

You might consider purchasing a combination of coverages depending on your trip, its purpose, 
your destination, and the potential perils associated with your trip. Ask what coverages are 
available to you and get a quote for travel protection.  Prices will typically range between 3-10% of 
the trip expense, depending on what specific aspects you decide to cover.   
 
It is best to compare a couple of insurance offers before deciding what to get.  A good starting point 
can be to check with the insurance carrier that also provides your home/renters, auto, or other 
insurance.  Another travel insurance provider is Travelers (Travelers Travel Insurance).  Finally, 
here is a site from Forbes that can help you investigate and pick the right travel insurance for you:  
https://www.squaremouth.com/single-trip 
 

  

https://www.travelers.com/personal-insurance/travel-insurance


4.   TRAVEL DISCLAIMER/WAIVER 

I understand that Poiema and the people putting together these travel activities (aka. its agents) 
are not the source or supplier of the travel and activities, but are acting solely as an intermediary 
for organizing travel and activities with the actual suppliers of such services.  I have been advised 
that the suppliers, whose names appear in the information supplied to me, are those who are 
actually responsible for providing the travel services and activities I am purchasing.  I consent to 
and request the use of these suppliers and agree not to hold Poiema and its agents responsible 
should any of these suppliers fail to provide the travel services and activities I have purchased, 
fail to comply with any applicable law, or engage in any negligent act or omission that causes me 
any sort of injury, damage, delay, or inconvenience. 
 
I acknowledge that fluctuations in foreign exchange markets or changes in the Icelandic federal, 
regional, or local laws may result in additional monetary exchange costs, higher value added 
taxes (VAT), or additional increases in personal expenses while on this trip.   
 
I understand that the airline tickets, activities, and other attractions may increase in cost  after the 
registration period for any number of reasons, including fluctuations in the monetary exchange 
rate.  If these cost increases are significant, Poiema and its agents, at their sole discretion, may 
cancel the entire trip and refund any collected funds or propose an option to continue with the trip 
at a higher individual cost.  Also, Poiema and its agents, at their sole discretion, may revise 
specific aspects of the travel itinerary to eliminate an activity or attraction due to significantly 
increased costs, adverse weather conditions, or for any other reason. 
 
I understand that adventure travel has additional increased risks associated with hiking, location 
conditions (e.g., tripping, slippery, and fall conditions), city exploration, and weather conditions.  I 
accept that Poiema and its agents are not responsible for, nor will I attempt to hold any of them 
liable for, any injury, damage, or loss I may suffer on the account of any conditions, actions, or 
omissions.  I understand that I take full responsibility for my own personal safety.  I agree that this 
disclaimer includes the entire traveling party.  Further, I understand travel insurance has been 
explained to me in this brochure and that its purchase, or declining to purchase, is my personal 
decision and that Poiema and its agents are not to be held accountable or responsible for any 
accidents, injuries, or damage I may incur while on this trip.  
 
I will review my travel information and documents for accuracy and understand that I may contact 
the agents identified in this brochure if I have any questions or need to make any corrections in 
the booking information (primary contact: donnietammy@yahoo.com, secondary contact or 
Poiema-related questions, sppcpastor@gmail.com).   
 
I understand that discounted and group activities involve travel and baggage restrictions and that 
if I do not follow aspects of these travel arrangements (e.g., heavier luggage or larger carry-on 
bag beyond what is identified in this brochure) or activities that I am solely responsible to pay any 
resulting additional fees.  Conversely, if I decide not to participate in any aspect of these travel 
arrangements or activities I will not be refunded the costs associated with those activities. 
 
Privacy Notice (TSA):  The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) requires you to provide 
your full name, date of birth, and gender for the purpose of watch list screening (49 USC Section 
114 and 49 CFF Parts 1540 and 1560) and other regards.  Failure to provide your full name, date 
of birth, and gender may result in denial of transport or denial of authority to enter the boarding 
area or travel.  TSA may share information you provide with law enforcement or intelligence 
agencies or others under its system of published system of records notice.  For more information 

mailto:donnietammy@yahoo.com
mailto:sppcpastor@gmail.com


on TSA privacy policies, or to review the system of records notice and the privacy impact 
assessment, please see the TSA website:  www.tsa.gov. 
 
I understand that Poiema and its agents may request government issued photo identification and 
may verify the address associated with the identification card to support making travel 
arrangements.  Further, I understand that the TSA requires me to carry a government-issued 
identification card in order to board a flight.  I am aware that the name, date of birth, and gender 
that appears on my identification card must exactly match the same such information that  is listed 
on my airline ticket and in the booking records. Further, Poiema and its agents are not 
responsible for the issuance of travel identification, such as passports, and travelers should 
ensure they have the appropriate documents prior to travel. I further understand that this is 
international travel and that I must have a valid passport to make this trip.  Passport application 
information may be obtained by contacting the US State Department at 

https://www.usa.gov/passport. I acknowledge that my failure to strictly comply with these 
requirements may result in denied boarding or an undue delay at an airport security checkpoint 
causing me to miss my flight and miss the activities in Iceland without any recourse or refund from 
Poiema or its agents. 
 
In your registration e-mail, you need to provide the below statement and information: 
 
I have read and agree with the above terms and conditions of the disclaimer/waiver as provided to me 
by Poiema or its agents.  I will review all booking reservations and/or itineraries sent to me by Poiema 
or its agents and agree to immediately address any incorrect information, including identification and 
passport information, travel dates, itinerary schedules, airline flight arrangements, and other activities. 
 
I verify that the information provided below is accurate and matches EXACTLY the information as it 
reads on my passport (or passport application if it has not been processed at the time of registration) 
and identification card (i.e., drivers license):   
 

 
FULL NAME:                                                                                                                         .                   
    First   Middle   Last  
 
BIRTHDATE:                                                                                  . 
                        Month   Day  Year 
 
GENDER:                         . 

     M or F 
 

CONTACT INFO:                                                                                                               . 
    Phone #   e-mail 
 
 
EMERGENCY CONTACT:                                                                                                               . 
      Name   Phone #  e-mail 
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